
D McDermott   Top tips for AfL table 

Top tips using the Assessment for Learning Progression Table 
 

 The table is designed to be used as a prompt framework to support a coaching style 
non-judgemental conversation. The priority is that the teacher is allowed to traffic 
light the table in advance of their lesson.  

 
 Every individual statement does not have to be traffic lit. It may be a couple of key 

ones which the teacher chooses to focus on. 
 
 It is often simpler for the teacher to actually plan the lesson around the table. It can 

seem false, but keep the focus tightly on AfL. This will pay off. 
 
 Lessons are rarely in the enhancing column. Most teachers are focusing to developing  

in early rounds, moving to developing to establishing in later cycles with favourable 
classes. Depending on the pupils being taught, the position will vary: good teachers 
may be barely in focusing with more challenging groups etc. Some teachers who are 
completely unaware of use of objective led lessons may be “pre-focusing”. 

 
 Notice the emphasis on pupils in the top row position. This highlights the core 

emphasis of AfL: pupils rather than teachers.  
 
 Usually there will be a staggered effect happening: the teacher may be operating at 

developing stage whilst pupils trail behind in focusing. 
 
 Some core ideas which teachers unashamedly need to be clear on include: objectives, 

outcomes, success criteria, big picture and role of questioning and dialogue. Do ask if 
you’re not sure. 

 
 Dialogue between teacher and pupils and among pupils themselves is a key feature of 

effective AfL pedagogy. It is not just about writing the objectives, outcomes or 
criteria on the board. Two way talk is an essential element. This allows teacher to 
check progress and what is happening inside pupils’ heads. 

 
 Good practice often sees teachers negotiating success criteria of an outcome with the 

pupils. This depends on prior work completed with pupils. 
 
 There is no single way of moving your pupils up the table. Teachers need to use their 

professional judgement usually combined with helpful coaching style feedback of a 
supportive other. 

 
 When you begin to feel comfortable in your understanding of the table and your trust 

of supportive others, take risks. Identify your amber to red traffic lighting on the table 
and try something new and more daring. Aim to fail and more learning will result. 
This will be even more effective in the context of a coaching duo or trio. 

 


